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To the editor,

For the detection of SARS-CoV-2 by PCR, saliva samples 
are at least as sensitive as nasopharyngeal samples [1]. 
Saliva samples have also been shown to be suitable for the 
screening of asymptomatic persons [2], and have been pro-
posed as the key element for SARS-CoV-2 mass screening 
[3].

Saliva as a sample offers several advantages: it is easy to 
obtain, greatly reduces the nosocomial transmission risk, is 
better tolerated than the collection of a naso- or oropharyn-
geal swab leading to a good compliance, and poses no risk 
for complications.

Recently, Fogarty et al. suggested to use pooled saliva 
samples for surveillance testing health-care staff at least 
once a week [4]. Zhang et al. (medRxiv preprint https ://doi.
org/10.1101/2020.11.27.20240 044) calculated that a rou-
tine testing frequency of at least once every 6 days, 4 days, 
and 2 days would be required to exceed pre-symptomatic 
case detection percentages of 33%, 50%, and 67%, respec-
tively. Thus, to avoid introduction into an institution like a 
ward or a care home, testing should be done as frequently 
as possible.

Here, we report our experience with testing pooled saliva 
samples by PCR on a daily basis.

At the end of October 2020, we started testing all employ-
ees in our lab (28 persons). In the middle of December, we 
extended the testing to the staff of two care homes (71 and 
45 persons, respectively).

Every morning, saliva samples are collected using a spe-
cial device  (Salivette®, Sarstedt, Germany) [5]. With this 
system liquid, non-viscous saliva samples are obtained, 
which can be easily processed by an automated pipetting 

system. Between 5 and 10 samples are pooled and tested by 
RT-PCR. Positive pools are splitted and reanalyzed imme-
diately to identify the infected person(s).

Up to now, more than 400 pools with almost 2500 indi-
vidual samples have been analyzed.

Nine of the pools (about 2.3%) revealed invalid results. 
Since participants were tested daily, we decided to not retest 
these pools. Those persons who did not have a negative test 
result from the previous day underwent an antigen test from 
a nasopharyngeal swab.

So far, we have obtained two positive results—one in a 
technician in our lab and a second one in a nurse working 
in one of the care homes. Only two to three days later, both 
developed symptoms—the technician very mild, the nurse 
rather severe (high fever, cough, fatigue). Both would have 
worked for at least two more days and probably had infected 
others in the lab and the care home, respectively. No second-
ary infections and no other cases have occurred in all three 
institutions.

Our experience demonstrates that an approach with 
daily PCR testing of pooled saliva samples is feasible, well 
accepted by staff due to the comfortable sampling, and can 
contribute to the prevention of outbreaks in a vulnerable 
environment.
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